8 KEY SECURITY FEATURES OF SHARP® COPIERS
Based on the BP Line of Copiers

Real-time Intrusion Detection
- detects abnormal connection requests and denies access

BIOS Integrity Check at Startup
- helps protect system files from malware attacks

Application Allowlisting
- prevents unauthorized applications and firmware from being loaded

Automatic Firmware Updates
- upgrades your device as soon as new firmware is available

Print Security Service
- Available 24/7 alert monitoring with ConnectWise SIEM*

Firmware Attack Prevention
- checks for abnormal firmware and can restore from backup

End-of-Lease Data Erase
- can protect privacy by deleting all data and personal information at trade-in time

Bitdefender Antivirus
- provides comprehensive protection from malware attacks

Real-time Intrusion Detection detects abnormal connection requests and denies access

BIOS Integrity Check at Startup helps protect system files from malware attacks

Application Allowlisting prevents unauthorized applications and firmware from being loaded

Automatic Firmware Updates upgrades your device as soon as new firmware is available

Print Security Service Available 24/7 alert monitoring with ConnectWise SIEM*

Firmware Attack Prevention checks for abnormal firmware and can restore from backup

End-of-Lease Data Erase can protect privacy by deleting all data and personal information at trade-in time

Bitdefender Antivirus provides comprehensive protection from malware attacks

Sharp multifunction printers offer the very best in productivity, workflow and security. Contact us to learn more.

*SIEM stands for System Information and Event Management